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DonSense
April 1

Easter & Passover
Rev. Don Garrett

These two holidays have so
much in common that we’ll
celebrate them both!

April 8

Flowers That Bloom
in the Spring Tra La
Sue Weber

As Nanki-Poo sings in The
Mikado – “The Flowers
that Bloom In the Spring Tra
La Bring Promise of Merry
Sunshine”. As we come out of
a long cold winter into the
light what can we do to spring
clean our mind, body & soul?

April 15

What Is Our
Common Wealth?
Rev. Don Garrett

As Tax Day comes and goes,
we’ll explore the mutuality of
our shared lives.

April 22

Earth Day
Rev. Don Garrett

We’ll celebrate our strong and
tender planet.

April 29

Coming of Age
Jansen Wendell

Our middle school youth have
been working hard all year
and will share their “credo
statements” with the

congregation.

– by Rev. Don Garrett

April: What Does It Mean to Be a People of Emergence?
Springtime is the perfect season to consider “emergence.” We see it all
around us – flowers bravely pushing up out of the soil toward the sun, the
emergence of leaves and buds on the trees, and even the subtle but certain
increase of the daylight hours.
How can we participate in emergence? It may seem like it happens
without any effort on our part, but we can make a bit of room. Leave a little
space. Keep a lookout for the unexpected. These are often life’s favorite ways
to help us emerge into something new.
During this time of year, it’s not just farmers but us all who turn to the
work of “tilling and turning up our whole soil.” All around us, the culture
shouts its heroic talk about striving and perfecting. Struggle is the dominant
metaphor of the day. We talk of “fighting” to become all we can be. Yet, we
need to be careful because, more often than not, emergence and
transformation is a much subtler art. It’s about stillness, listening and
waiting to be led, not conquering, struggling and taking charge.
In other words, when it comes to emerging into something new, the
message of spirituality is “Be careful with what you’ve been taught and told
because much of it takes us in exactly the wrong direction.” As a people of
emergence, we are called to take a different tack. We’ve been entrusted with
the wisdom that emergence is most often about noticing and appreciating
rather than improving; patience rather than perfection; and cherishing
depth over dominance.
Appreciating instead of improving is especially important. It’s so easy
to get transformation mixed up with fixing. And fixing is emergence’s biggest
foe. Trying to perfect or prove ourselves is the surest way to stay stuck. The
pursuit of constant improvement and perfection focuses us on our
inadequacy and inferiority, leading us to overlook the splendor of the
potential unfolding all around us – and within us as well.
And, friends, emergence helps us notice new paths, awaken new songs
in us. It reminds us that new life is not something we do alone. It assures us
that transformation doesn’t have to be a long and lonely struggle, but
instead can be more like learning a new dance with a new friend.
So, this month, leave some room for the unexpected. Keep your eyes
peeled. And when an unexpected guest reaches out its hand, make sure
you’re ready to take hold.
See you in church.
– Don
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F ROM T HE P RESIDENT
REACHING OUT
Reading different books on church
growth has pointed out that our
planning efforts require our
membership to be willing to change
from a “private” congregation where we
are perfectly happy as we are, i.e. the
“Y’all come, we’d love to have you” mentality to a
“public” congregation, where we reach out to the
community and work to bring in people of various
backgrounds. Our Y’all mentality has resulted in no
growth. Over the last 20 years we have stayed at an
approximate membership of 200, with a slow but
steady decline. As noted in my December article,
several new members are finding it hard to break into
our “closed” society.
To become an open congregation requires a
significant change in the attitude of some of us. It is
super important to become less introverted and more
extraverted and reach out to potential members and
invite them in. Then, happily absorb them into our
beloved congregation.
Inviting them in is a significant departure from our
historical norm.
The open/public congregation is not only open but
has programs designed for these new people. This
requires a planned effort to attract specific segments of
the community such as young families, single parent
families, former Christians who have become unchurched, inter-racial families, etc. This involves
programs specifically designed for these folks, such as
small group meetings, get-togethers, pot lucks, etc. Activities that will absorb these new people into our
beloved community.
Our new web site has been designed to attract
younger families. We are hopeful that it will help bring
in people who find what we have to offer to be
attractive. It is planned to go on stream in a few weeks.
Bottom line, it will depend on us to be open and
welcoming to these new people. The Action Planning
Team will be addressing these issues. My hope is that
we will all be contributors to their success.
Remember, join a committee and have some fun.
- Cease
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HANDICAPPED ACCESS
ELEVATOR PROJECT NEARING
COMPLETION
The Handicapped Access Elevator Project, which
started last fall, is making significant progress towards
completion. The construction of a concrete shaft
extending from the church’s basement to the sanctuary
level is complete and elevator door portals have been
opened on four levels of the building, i.e. 100 level,
Community Room level, RE level and the sanctuary
level. Most of the electrical work has also been
completed. If you were in church recently, you will
have noticed that carpentry modifications are
underway on the right side of the alter to provide
access to and from the elevator. The actual elevator is
currently being installed by the manufacturer. Once the
elevator is installed, the remaining work will include
testing, finish work, and inspections. The Capital
Projects Committee believes the elevator will be
available for use by the end of March or early April.
Operationally, the elevator will be accessed from
three levels, the Community Room, the RE level, and the
sanctuary. Even though there will be a fourth stop at
the Room 100 level, that opening will be ‘locked’
pending a future project which will provide access to
the gym.
The projected final cost of the project is estimated
at approximately $186,000.
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MEMBERS AND FRIENDS OF
THE UUCLV...
Mark your calendars for an important UUCLV event. On
Sunday, April 22, our congregation will come together
in the community room for a congregational retreat
after Sunday services. Refreshments and childcare will
be provided.
During this time, we will explore our aspirations and
suggestions for making the UUCLV even stronger. Your
participation will provide important guidance to the
Action Planning Team. Please seize this opportunity to
come together to plan a bright future for the UUCLV.

THE UUCLV “70 YEARS = 70
REASONS TO GIVE” CAMPAIGN
The “70 Years = 70 Reasons to Give” pledge campaign
has begun! Please consider pledging generously, either
online (see our website for directions) or by filling out a
pledge card in March.
A Canvass Volunteer has graciously offered to help
secure your promise of support, so please be hospitable
to that volunteer and give until it feels good!
Preliminary budgeting indicates that we have many
ambitious projects and exciting program ideas to fund,
so please consider increasing your pledge this year.

UUCLV NATIVE PLANT SALE

.
Want to get those mother day plants? Want to replace
last year’s non-natives with natives? Did you know that
native plants need a lot less watering?
The spring native perennial plant sale will be
Saturdays and Sundays May 5th and 6th and May 12th and
13th from 9am to 3pm at 424 Center Street Bethlehem,
the UU church side yard. Come early for best selection.
- The Green Committee, nativeplants@uuclvpa.org

GET YOUR CHURCH DIRECTORY!
The most recent church directory of UUCLV members
and friends is available for current members at the
Welcome Table during Coffee Hour after church service.
If there are any corrections for future printing, please
contact Cari Poole, Membership Chair and Kate Scuffle,
the Church Administrator, at uuclv@uuclvpa.org.
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APRIL BREAKFAST FORUM
April 1

Emergence - What Does it Mean to
be a People of Emergence
Rev. Don Garrett, Presenter

Join us for a small group themed discussion on
what it means to be a people of emergence.
April 8

Sunrise and the Fight for Climate
Justice in Pennsylvania
Ben Bristol, Presenter

Sunrise is a movement of young people
fighting to stop climate change and elect
leaders who will stand up for the health and
well-being of all people. Come discuss
environmental politics in Pennsylvania and
hear about our plan for action in 2018.
April 15

Origins of the Current Wars in the
Middle East
Todd Carpien, Presenter

Todd, who last made a presentation at Forum
with his poetry and songs of World War I, will
be tracing the current wars, the immigration
crisis and terrorism in the Middle East back to
its origins in the World War I.
April 22

Creating a Safe Place for Women
Inside a County Jail
Bonnie Winfield, Ph.D., Director, The Journey
Home, Presenter

The Journey Home is a trauma informed
program integrating restorative justice and
expressive arts therapy for women in the
Northampton County Jail. In this presentation
you will witness the joys and struggles of the
women through their writing and art.
April 29

Goddesses, Archetypes, &
Matriarchal Societies
Carol Cannon, Presenter

The history of Goddesses, the archetypes they
represent, and societies that honored them.
Carol will present information gleaned from
studying the Goddesses the past 25 years.
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FROM THE LIFESPAN
EDUCATION COORDINATOR
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION (RE)
FOR CHILDREN & YOUTH
This is a big month for the Coming of Age class. Their
recognition service is on April 29. The youth will read
their faith statements, and I’m sure we will be treated to
some music by them. I have been thinking back to my
time as a young person in Sunday school at Main Line
Unitarian Church. It was before all the wonderful
curricula were developed by the UUA, such as
Neighboring Faiths, Our Whole Lives and Coming of Age.
I really would have benefitted from these programs,
particularly Our Whole Lives. I had almost no formal sex
education. The public high school class was one
semester and it didn’t go much past simple biology.
There was nothing about healthy relationships, disease
prevention, contraception or the emotional turmoil us
guys went through during puberty. Of course, any
mention of sexual orientation was out of bounds. I am
very proud of our denomination for creating this
comprehensive, age appropriate sexuality curriculum. It
has given countless young people the skills to be
confident healthy sexual beings, armed with complete
and correct information. I am also very proud of our
congregation’s commitment to Middle School OWL.
I also would have benefitted from a program
like Coming of Age. It gives the youth the same kind of
boost with respect to their religious lives that OWL does
for their sexuality. Our youth will know about Unitarian
Universalism, and have the encouragement and skills to
set out on a lifelong path of spiritual learning. They will
be able to better articulate and defend their beliefs. Even
if they don’t remain UUs, their choices about their
religious affiliation will be more conscious. Our youth
are blessed to have such a committed and affirming
group of teachers and mentors. I hope we will see you at
their service on the 29th. Your presence will be a great
support for them.
In faith, Jansen Wendell,
Dir of Lifespan Religious Education / lec@uuclvpa.org
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ADULT RELIGIOUS EDUCATION:
INSPIRING OUR ETHICAL AND SPIRITUAL LIFE:
AN EXAMINATION OF WORLD RELIGIONS
During our 2017-2018 year, our adult religious
education class will be examining the religions of the
world that give us inspiration to build our ethical and
spiritual lives. This class will examine the traditions of
Egypt, Iran, India, China, Israel, Arabia and European
Christianity.
Loosely based on Neighboring Faiths, a UUA
curriculum for fifth and sixth graders, Rev. Capoor will
be presenting new material from all of these
areas. There will be speakers from many of the faith
traditions and field trips to their worship services
within the Lehigh Valley.
The class continues at 9am in the RE Library. Please
let Jansen Wendell (lec@uuclvpa.org) or Rev. Robin
Capoor (robincapoor@msn.com) know if you are
interested in participating.

MINDFULNESS PRACTICE GROUP
(Tuesday evenings, 7:00 – 8:15pm, the Community Room)

With the help of conscious breathing, we are able to
touch and to be nourished by the peace and joy available
within and around us, in the here and now. With
continued practice, we shall touch and understand the
roots of the pain that lie deep within us, such as fear,
anger, despair, thus making transformation and healing
possible.

RE CALENDAR - MARCH/APRIL:
Sunday, March 4: story for all ages / regular RE classes
Sunday, March 11: each class prepares for RE Sunday;
Coming of Age & Sr. Youth group meet for regular classes
Sunday, March 18: Religious Education Sunday multigenerational service
Sunday, March 25: story for all ages/ regular RE classes
Sunday, April 1: Multi-generational Easter service
Sunday, April 8: story for all ages / regular RE classes
Sunday, April 15: story for all ages / regular RE classes
Sunday, April 22: Children’s Earth Day worship service
Sunday, April 29: Multi-generational Coming of Age
recognition service
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PROPERTY COMMITTEE:
1ST QUARTER REPORT

UPCOMING AT THE FOURTH
FRIDAY FILMS SERIES

We, the members of the property committee, would like
UUCLV’s members and friends to know about current
projects that were completed and those that are in
progress at the end of the first quarter of 2018.

April 27 - "Saving Capitalism: For the Many, Not the
Few" is a Robert Reich documentary about democracy,
capitalism, and our economic well-being.

Completed projects include:
•

Replacement of some heating thermostats in both
the sanctuary and gym

•

Replacement of a valve diaphragm in the furnace
room.

•

Newly repaired & painted walls in the FM kitchen
and the wall going up the stairwell to sanctuary.

•

Restoration of the Center Street stained glass
window by Lamb Studios Glass Works of Midland
Park, New Jersey. This is the larger upper stained
glass window in back of the sanctuary facing Center
Street. We are grateful for the support of the Board
of Trustees for allowing this investment in the
beautification and maintenance of our sanctuary.

•

Repair of three stained glass ventilator inserts will
be completed by Lamb Studios shortly. Each one
will have one of our core values inscribed within the
glass. Hopefully, by the time you read this article,
those ventilators will be back in place. Take notice.

Continuing project:
•

Replacement of 14 emergency light units
throughout the building.

•

Replacement of three fluorescent ceiling light
fixtures—two were in Headstart/Nursery room and
one in room #208.

•

Replacement of the Wall Street door with a newer
and lighter one. We have received four quotes at the
time of this writing; however, it is going to take time
for our committee to find the correct solution. There
are many components to this project. As soon as we
are able to develop the best plan possible for
correcting the problem, we will implement it as
soon as possible.

Respectfully submitted by:
Karen Berry, Pat Herring, Rich Taylor, Ilse Zinnes,
Judy Wright, Jansen Wendell, Dora Davenport, Chair

May 25 - Fighting Veteran Suicide and PTSD is a
program about the challenges for service members
returning to civilian life and way we can help reduce
suicide and PTSD.
June 22 - 'How the Women's March Movement is
Advocating for Women's Rights" with Shawna Knipper,
Executive Director of Women's March PA.
July 27 - "The Big Money Agenda" is a documentary
about money in politics by local film makers Vince
Mondillo and Richard Master.

PASTORAL CARE UPDATE
As a community, we make a commitment to be there for
one another when things don’t always go as planned.
One of the ways we fill this commitment is through
Pastoral Care. Rev. Don and Rev. Robin are available to
make hospital or home visits, to assist in planning for
the future or just to be a compassionate listener. They
have set up a dedicated phone number: 484-408-4099
that Rev. Robin has with her. Call with any concern you
may have. All calls are confidential.

CHURCH-WIDE FIRE DRILL—
SUNDAY, APRIL 8
There will be a church-wide fire drill at the end of the
Sunday service/RE classes on Sunday, April 8. It will be
held rain or shine, unless the rain is heavy. Keep your
coat with you during the service. At the sound of the
alarm, listen for announcements for who should use
which exit.
The children will be evacuated by their RE
teachers/advisors. Please do not try to connect with
them before we have all gathered outside in the back
lawn/courtyard. The teacher must take attendance after
the evacuation. We will reenter the church after the drill
for our regular social/coffee hour in the community
room.
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BOOK DISCUSSION GROUP

APRIL 8: THE DAVE ROPER TRIO
AND JAZZ DAY AT THE UUCLV!
Sunday, April 8 is Jazz Day at the UUCLV! The morning
service will be a jazz service (stay tuned for details)
followed by the final Second Sunday Concert of the
current season at 3:00 pm featuring the ever popular
Dave Roper Trio – Dave Roper, piano, Paul Rostock,
bass, and Gary Rissmiller, drum set. The immensely
popular Dave Roper Trio played for many years at the
King George Inn in Dorneyville, and then at other venues
in the Lehigh Valley. In addition, Dave – a UUCLV
member – has played many benefit concerts for nonprofit organizations in the Valley. His ability to integrate
jazz and classical music is always evident as he matches
up great melodies from both genres of music, and
smoothly segues from one to the other. Paul and Gary
teach at many of the institutions of higher learning in the
Valley, and are both highly sought after by jazz groups,
on both the local and national level. Both have played
with well-known celebrities in the jazz world.
As usual, you will have an opportunity to meet the
artists at our wonderful post-concert reception.
$17 general admission; students are free. Sunday,
April 8 at 3:00 p.m. in the sanctuary. Tickets will be
available at the door, or may be purchased on-line at
www.concertseries.uuclvpa.org. They will also be
available to purchase after the service on April 1 and 8.
We are pleased to partner with WDIY88.1 FM
community radio for the 2017-18 concert series.

UUCLV OFFICE NOTES
The submission deadline for the May issue of The UULink is the 3rd Sunday of the month: April 16. Please
submit all photos, articles and text info (as Word files) to
thelink@uuclvpa.org . Submissions may be edited for
length, format, content, etc.
Please share your changes in address/contact info
with Membership at membership@uuclvpa.org, and copy
the office at uuclv@uuclvpa.org. This insures that our
Church Windows database is up to date.

For our book discussion in April we will be discussing
Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and
the Birth of the FBI by David Grann. The author
explores the series of murders visited upon the Osage
Indians during the 1920’s after big oil deposits were
discovered beneath their land in Oklahoma. We will
meet after the service on Sunday, April 8th at 12:00pm in
the RE Library. For information contact
bookdiscussion@uuclvpa.org.

KING ANNIVERSARY IN DC
The Lehigh Conference of Churches is sponsoring a bus
departure from the Lehigh Valley to events taking place
April 4 in Washington, DC, on the 50th anniversary of
the assassination of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
The cost is $60 per person, with meals on your own. We
need 55 people registered by March 15 to make this
possible. Please contact Rev. Larry Pickens, Ecumenical
Director, The Lehigh Conference of Churches at 610-4336421 or lpickens@lehighchurches.org with questions.

UUCLV MEN’S GROUP
The April meeting of the UUCLV Men's Group will be
held at 6:30 p.m. Monday, April 2 in the FM kitchen.
The topic will be "Why is there apparently so much
loneliness/unhappiness in our country today? What can
we as a Men's Group and a church do to try to combat it?
The UUCLV Men's Group is open to all affiliated with
the UUCLV and their friends high school age or older
regardless of gender. Please bring food and/or beverage
to be shared. For more information, contact
men@uuclvpa.org or Frank Claps at 610-346-7629

UUCLV IRON PIGS NIGHT
The deadline for ordering tickets for the June 2 UUCLV
Nite at the Iron Pigs is May 1. All orders must be
received by then. Tickets cost $11 each but each is good
for $2 off at most concession stands.
To order contact Frank Claps at 610-346-7629;
clapsfrank@gmail.com or when you see him at church.
No payment is required until the tickets are delivered.
The 6:30 p.m. Saturday, June 2 game is against the
Toledo Mud Hens.
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THINGS TO DO WITH UU’S:
There are fun events that still have slots open for you to
join in during April/May 2018. If you’re interested in
joining in, contact Dora Davenport: doradavenport@msn.com,
call her cell at 201-247-2427, or tell her at church.
HIKE THE DELAWARE & LEHIGH TRAIL- April 14th
9:00 am – $35/pp- Home of Sue & Jan Phillips –2 available
Sue and Jan take you on a hike of the Delaware & Lehigh
Trail from Easton, through Hugh Moore Park, to the boat
launch near Route 33, about 5.2 miles total, easy
walking. This is a morning hike “wake-up” with coffee/
donuts and lunch is also provided. Rain date- April 21st
SUNDAES AT THE MOVIES – April 15th
2:00 pm - $15/pp – Community Room – 6 available
Join Robin & Dora on Sunday afternoon, April 15th in the
UUCLV community room for Sundaes and a good movie.
Many flavors of ice cream and many toppings will be
offered to create your favorite ice cream sundae. Then
sit back to enjoy a new release (TBD) movie on tax day.
INTERPLAY WORKSHOP – April 29th
2:00pm - $10/pp - UUCLV Community Room – 8 available
Sarah Carlson’s InterPlay workshop is an active, creative
way to unlock the wisdom of the body. It is based in a
series of incremental "forms" that lead you to movement
and stories, silence and song, ease and amusement. In
the process, we discover the wisdom in ourselves and
our communities. InterPlay is devoted to be fun. It
teaches the language and ethic of play in a deep and
powerful way. It you’d like to become a "recovering
serious person", InterPlay might be for you!
ADVENTURE IN RIEGELSVILLE WALK – May 5th
10:00 am - $15/pp – Fan & John Kennedy – 6 available
Take a walk with Fran & John that begins at the Someday
Cafe near the South end at Riegelsville; end at the Someday
Cafe. Cafe lunch is included. Rain date: May 12th.
KENTUCKY DERBY PARTY – May 5th
5:00 pm - $35/pp – Home of Robin Brumfield – 10 available
Drink delicious Mint Juleps and eat Derby Pie and Kentucky
fare including Burgoo – the same dish served at Churchill
Downs! A vegan version & gluten free cornbread available.
Bring your Derby hat & $2.00 bet. No pets in house.
BRUNCH & COMEDY HOUR – May 13th
1:00 pm -$35/pp -Home of Jane & Michael Benning -5 available
Join Sue Weber and Jane & Michael Benning for brunch
and comedy hour after church on Mother’s Day. There
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will be lots of fantastic food, beverage and good laughs.
This is an afternoon not to be missed. No pets in house.
MEMORIES FOR DESSERT – May 19th
1:00 pm - $15/pp – Home of Judy & Frank Claps – 9 available
The Claps will provide the dessert, you share a memory that
was especially important in your life. No pets in house.

JOIN US FOR A LINK PIZZA PARTY!
Consider yourself invited to join us for the monthly UULink Pizza & Mailing Party! Every month, UUCLV
volunteers meet in the FM kitchen at 12 noon on the
2nd Wednesday after the 3rd Sunday of the month for
Link-folding, labeling, socializing and fresh, delicious
pizza from Bethlehem's own Lehigh Pizza. The next UU
Link mailing party is on Wednesday, March 28. If
you'd like to join in the fun, please RSVP to the office at
uuclv@uuclvpa.org.

A CHURCH-WIDE WORK PARTY
Our spring work party will take place on Saturday,
April 28th starting at 9:00 am—rain or shine!.
All available helping hands are needed. Both indoor
and outdoor projects. Small odd jobs to be done:
removing the interior storm
window frames and storing them
away; cleaning up the side & front
yards as we get ready for our
Spring plant sale; wrapping the
heat pipes in FM kitchen with
decorative rope; cleaning out the
window wells of loose leaves &
debris; and others project to be determined.
Bring a rake and work gloves for outside jobs – the
Property Committee will supply other materials More
information contact: Dora Davenport (201-247-2427)
or doradavenport@msn.com

THE APRIL SHARED PLATE:
The Nurture Nature Center is a non-profit educational
venue, opening its doors in 2007 hoping to educate the
public about the Easton's flood risk. Since then it has
grown to offer educational & arts programs and exhibits
to visitors about serious environmental risks.
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